Coexisting of small bowel perforation and abdominal cocoon syndrome: A case report
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ABSTRACT

Abdominal cocoon syndrome (ACS) is a rare situation and has an unknown etiology. Patients are characterized by the development of intraabdominal fibrotic tissue surrounding the small intestine as a result of chronic inflammation of the peritoneum. Small bowel perforations due to foreign bodies are not frequent in clinical practice. The coexistence of these two rare situations are extremely uncommon. In this article, the radiological findings and treatment process of the patient who presented with acute abdomen syndrome findings and the association of these two rare conditions are presented.
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INTRODUCTION

Abdominal cocoon syndrome (ACS) is a rare clinical condition that causes intestinal obstruction. Syndrome is also known, such as peritonitis chronica fibrosa incapsulata, sclerosing encapsulating peritonitis (1). Although the physiopatology described in 1908 as the development of fibrosis with chronic inflammation in the peritoneum and subsequently enclosure of small intestines by this tissue, which causes partial or complete intestinal obstruction, the syndrome defined in detail in a case in 1978 (2). ACS is defined in two forms as primary in which etiological factors cannot be determined and secondary form in which underlying etiological causes determined (previous abdominal surgery, peritonitis, tuberculosis, sarcoidosis, or peritoneal dialysis) (3). Clinical presents with small bowel obstruction findings (nausea, vomiting, abdominal distension, and the inability of defecation) in acute condition, but after careful questioning is done, it is typical that such attacks are repeated occasionally, albeit lighter over the years. Small bowel obstructions are frequent all over the world, and the most common cause is adhesions. Obstructions due to foreign bodies (such as bezoars) are less frequent situations (4). Small bowel perforation due to accidentally ingested foreign bodies during meals has been reported in the literature, and in fact, fishbone has an essential place among these foreign bodies (5). Such cases are seen among seafarers or in geographic areas, that usually coast to the oceans where fishes which have larger and harder fishbones are consumed (6). This study aims to present the radiological findings and the treatment process of a case that has the concurrent occurrence of these two conditions, which are rare in the literature, were determined.
Computed tomography (CT) examination revealed that a thin membrane surrounded the small intestines gathered in the periumbilical region (Figure 1A). Within this membranous structure, localized free fluid and free air particles were found around the small intestine segments. Also, a 3 x 6 cm abscess appearance was detected in the proximal jejunum mesentery localization (Figure 1B).

Laparoscopic exploration planned to the patient who has had an urgent surgery decision for due to peritoneal irritation findings. When the camera is entered to the abdomen through the 10 mm port placed subumbilical, encountered with a smooth surfaced membrane surrounded by column segments seen, and it determined that all small intestine segments were settled in this membrane (Figure 2).
When the membrane was opened with a sharp dissection at the apex, purulent fluid was discharged. Intensive adhesions between the small intestine segments and the existing membrane were determined during the exploration, and conventional surgery was decided. A median incision was made to enter the abdomen, adhesions between the membrane and small intestine were dissected, abscess drained. In further exploration, it was determined that perforation existed in the small intestine 90 cm away from the Treitz ligament due to the foreign body, which was thought to be a fishbone. Following anastomosis after segmental resection, the membrane surrounding the small intestine was partially excised because of the intense adhesions. When the preoperative abdominal CT examination was re-evaluated, it was observed that the foreign body, which caused to perforation, could be observed on CT, but it was overlooked in the preoperative period. The postoperative period was uneventful, and the patient was discharged on the sixth day. At the histopathological examination of the excised membrane, mixed inflammatory cell infiltration, and proliferating fibro collagenous stroma were detected in the membrane wall (Figure 3). In the 10th month of follow-up, the patient is being followed up without any problems.

DISCUSSION

ACS is a rare cause of intestinal obstruction, and it is challenging to diagnose clinically. According to Yip and Lee's article, small bowel obstruction without any other reason, similar history of attacks, unclear or asymmetric abdominal distention, and palpation of soft abdominal mass without abdominal tenderness were reported to be clinical signs of ACS (7). In our case, there were all findings above said except abdominal palpation. We think that we could not evaluate this finding due to the presence of peritoneal irritation findings at admission. However, these findings are non-specific and may be similar in patients with small bowel obstruction due to any cause. Therefore, we think that these findings may be useful only in patients who are suspected to be abdominal cocoon. The disease is rare and presents with nonspecific symptoms; therefore, it is difficult to diagnose in the preoperative period. Small intestine conglomerations with membrane-covered loops at contrast-enhanced abdominal radiographs are typical, but the radiological diagnosis of ACS requires advanced experience (8). In a retrospective study in which 24 patients were analyzed, only 16% of the patients were diagnosed preoperatively. Diagnosis is usually made during surgery (9). The combination of careful clinical history, detailed physical examination, and radiological imaging results is the way of determination in the preoperative period, but most importantly, having met ACS previously. Thanks to our previous clinical experience, we were able to decide on surgery with ACS diagnosis preoperatively (10). Medical treatments such as steroids, immunosuppressive agents, and colchicine have been tried, but surgery is the main treatment modality (11). Although various comments have been made for the type and limits of the surgery to be performed in the literature, such as removal of the membrane totally by wide aggressive adhesiolysis, it is likely to encounter intense adhesions on the intestinal segments (12). Therefore, it should be kept in mind that extensive adhesions and total removal of the membrane may result in intestinal injuries or fistula development (13). Even though, recurrent intestinal obstruction attacks may be seen, albeit rarely, after limited adhesiolysis and partial excision of the membrane, it is not clear that these attacks, whether due to residual membrane or because of adhesions owing to previous abdominal surgery which are the most common cause of small bowel obstructions. In our case, we performed partial membrane excision and adhesiolysis due to severe adhesions, concurrently small bowel resection, because of the presence of a perforation.

CONCLUSION

ACS is a rare clinical condition for which preoperative diagnosis is challenging. Diagnosis can be made by the combination of careful evaluation of the clinical history, questioning the recur-
rent character of the disease, careful physical examination, and careful radiological examinations. The necessity of early and rapid surgical treatment should be kept in mind.
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